KNI Tour Code – 201001_SLB

Tokyo, Mt.Fuji & Hakone (JAPAN 3Nights/4Days)
ITINERARY
Day 1: KNI-001 :
AM/PM Arrival Transfer by shared Limousine bus to hotel
Check in to Hotel 3 PM
Overnight at hotel 
( Tokyo Hotel)
Day 02: KNI-023 – Tokyo Morning (B)
07:30 - 08:30
Pick-up Service
Gather at designated locations (hotels in Tokyo) and board the bus bound for Hamamatsucho
Bus Terminal.
09:00
Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal
Depart Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal by bus for a sightseeing tour around Tokyo.
Tokyo Tower (30 min)
Tokyo Tower, the symbol of Tokyo, offers a great 360 degree panoramic view from its main observatory.
Imperial Palace Plaza (10 min)
Admire the view at this National Garden that was formerly a private garden of the Royal Family. Enjoy
the viewof Nijubashi Bridge, which is said to be the face of the Imperial Palace, as well as the view of the
ImperialPalace itself.
*Due to the visit of the general public to the palace on Monday, Jan. 2, the Imperial Palace will be viewed
from the bus.
Senso-ji Temple & Nakamise Shopping Street (45 min)
Senso-ji, Tokyo's oldest temple, offers plenty to see including the bright red Kaminarimon Gate, a statue
of thegod of thunder, and a five-story pagoda. The bustling street known as "Nakamise" stretches for
about 250 mfrom Kaminarimon Gate to Senso-ji Temple and is filled with a plethora of shops.
Akihabara via Ueno (drive-by)
Enjoy a pleasant drive through Ueno, known for Ueno Park and the energetic Ame Yokocho shopping
street, toAkihabara, the birthplace of anime and manga culture as well as the famous Electric Town.
12:30
Tokyo Station Marunouchi South Entrance Disembarking only
12:50 - 12:50
Tour ends at Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal

Overnight at hotel



( Tokyo Hotel)

Day 3: KNI -052 1-Day Mt. Fuji & Hakone Tour (Return byMotorcoach) (With Japanese Lunch)
Pick-up Service
This tour can be joined from various meeting points mainly located at major hotels throughout Tokyo.- 09:00
Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal (120 min)
Depart from Hamamatsucho and head to Mt. Fuji by bus.(Chuo Expressway or Tomei Expressway)
Mt. Fuji 5th Station (30 min)
The bus will head up to the 5th Station along the Subaru Line. The 5th Station is situated at 2,300 meters
(7,546ft) above sea level. At this height, participants will be amazed at spectacular, breathtaking views from
above theclouds.LunchLunch is not included in the tour.
Lake Ashi Cruise (15 min)
This crater lake along the southwest wall of the caldera of Mt. Hakone was formed by a powerful
volcaniceruption nearly 3,000 years ago, and provides postcard views of Mt. Fuji towering 30 km northwest.
Admire thesuperb view of Mt. Fuji from aboard a ship.
Mt. Komagatake Ropeway (50 min)
Take a 7-minute ropeway ride to the peak of Mt. Komagatake. A total of 50 minutes will be spent here,
includingtime to walk around at the peak. Take a cableway ride up to the spiritual Hakone Shrine Mototsumiya
(originalshrine) that nestles at the mountaintop.
Hakone
Depart Hakone and return to Tokyo by bus.
The bus may make stops at hotels in the Hakone area and Odawara Station.
18:30 - 20:00
Shinjuku
Drop-off near Shinjuku Station West Exit
Overnight at hotel 
( Tokyo Hotel)
Day 4: KNI -002 -  (B)
Free time till departure
Departure Transfer to Airport by shared Airport Limousine bus

KNI Tour Code – 201001-A_ST

Tokyo, Mt.Fuji & Hakone (JAPAN 3Nights/4Days)
ITINERARY
Day 1: KNI-001 :
AM/PM Arrival Transfer by Shared Vehicle to hotel
Check in to Hotel 3 PM
Overnight at hotel 
( Tokyo Hotel)
Day 02: KNI-023 – Tokyo Morning (B)
07:30 - 08:30
Pick-up Service
Gather at designated locations (hotels in Tokyo) and board the bus bound for Hamamatsucho
Bus Terminal.
09:00
Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal
Depart Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal by bus for a sightseeing tour around Tokyo.
Tokyo Tower (30 min)
Tokyo Tower, the symbol of Tokyo, offers a great 360 degree panoramic view from its main observatory.
Imperial Palace Plaza (10 min)
Admire the view at this National Garden that was formerly a private garden of the Royal Family. Enjoy
the viewof Nijubashi Bridge, which is said to be the face of the Imperial Palace, as well as the view of the
ImperialPalace itself.
*Due to the visit of the general public to the palace on Monday, Jan. 2, the Imperial Palace will be viewed
from the bus.
Senso-ji Temple & Nakamise Shopping Street (45 min)
Senso-ji, Tokyo's oldest temple, offers plenty to see including the bright red Kaminarimon Gate, a statue
of thegod of thunder, and a five-story pagoda. The bustling street known as "Nakamise" stretches for
about 250 mfrom Kaminarimon Gate to Senso-ji Temple and is filled with a plethora of shops.
Akihabara via Ueno (drive-by)
Enjoy a pleasant drive through Ueno, known for Ueno Park and the energetic Ame Yokocho shopping
street, toAkihabara, the birthplace of anime and manga culture as well as the famous Electric Town.
12:30
Tokyo Station Marunouchi South Entrance Disembarking only
12:50 - 12:50
Tour ends at Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal

Overnight at hotel



( Tokyo Hotel)

Day 3: KNI -052 1-Day Mt. Fuji & Hakone Tour (Return byMotorcoach) (With Japanese Lunch)
Pick-up Service
This tour can be joined from various meeting points mainly located at major hotels throughout Tokyo.- 09:00
Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal (120 min)
Depart from Hamamatsucho and head to Mt. Fuji by bus.(Chuo Expressway or Tomei Expressway)
Mt. Fuji 5th Station (30 min)
The bus will head up to the 5th Station along the Subaru Line. The 5th Station is situated at 2,300 meters
(7,546ft) above sea level. At this height, participants will be amazed at spectacular, breathtaking views from
above theclouds.LunchLunch is not included in the tour.
Lake Ashi Cruise (15 min)
This crater lake along the southwest wall of the caldera of Mt. Hakone was formed by a powerful
volcaniceruption nearly 3,000 years ago, and provides postcard views of Mt. Fuji towering 30 km northwest.
Admire thesuperb view of Mt. Fuji from aboard a ship.
Mt. Komagatake Ropeway (50 min)
Take a 7-minute ropeway ride to the peak of Mt. Komagatake. A total of 50 minutes will be spent here,
includingtime to walk around at the peak. Take a cableway ride up to the spiritual Hakone Shrine Mototsumiya
(originalshrine) that nestles at the mountaintop.
Hakone
Depart Hakone and return to Tokyo by bus.
The bus may make stops at hotels in the Hakone area and Odawara Station.
18:30 - 20:00
Shinjuku
Drop-off near Shinjuku Station West Exit
Overnight at hotel 
( Tokyo Hotel)
Day 4: KNI -002 -  (B)
Free time till departure
Departure Transfer to Airport by shared vehicle

KNI Tour Code – 201001-B_PVT

Tokyo, Mt.Fuji & Hakone (JAPAN 3Nights/4Days)
ITINERARY
Day 1: KNI-001 :
AM/PM Arrival Transfer by Private Vehicle to hotel
Check in to Hotel 3 PM
Overnight at hotel 
( Tokyo Hotel)
Day 02: KNI-023 – Tokyo Morning (B)
07:30 - 08:30
Pick-up Service
Gather at designated locations (hotels in Tokyo) and board the bus bound for Hamamatsucho
Bus Terminal.
09:00
Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal
Depart Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal by bus for a sightseeing tour around Tokyo.
Tokyo Tower (30 min)
Tokyo Tower, the symbol of Tokyo, offers a great 360 degree panoramic view from its main observatory.
Imperial Palace Plaza (10 min)
Admire the view at this National Garden that was formerly a private garden of the Royal Family. Enjoy
the viewof Nijubashi Bridge, which is said to be the face of the Imperial Palace, as well as the view of the
ImperialPalace itself.
*Due to the visit of the general public to the palace on Monday, Jan. 2, the Imperial Palace will be viewed
from the bus.
Senso-ji Temple & Nakamise Shopping Street (45 min)
Senso-ji, Tokyo's oldest temple, offers plenty to see including the bright red Kaminarimon Gate, a statue
of thegod of thunder, and a five-story pagoda. The bustling street known as "Nakamise" stretches for
about 250 mfrom Kaminarimon Gate to Senso-ji Temple and is filled with a plethora of shops.
Akihabara via Ueno (drive-by)
Enjoy a pleasant drive through Ueno, known for Ueno Park and the energetic Ame Yokocho shopping
street, toAkihabara, the birthplace of anime and manga culture as well as the famous Electric Town.
12:30
Tokyo Station Marunouchi South Entrance Disembarking only
12:50 - 12:50
Tour ends at Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal

Overnight at hotel



( Tokyo Hotel)

Day 3: KNI -052 1-Day Mt. Fuji & Hakone Tour (Return byMotorcoach) (With Japanese Lunch)
Pick-up Service
This tour can be joined from various meeting points mainly located at major hotels throughout Tokyo.- 09:00
Hamamatsucho Bus Terminal (120 min)
Depart from Hamamatsucho and head to Mt. Fuji by bus.(Chuo Expressway or Tomei Expressway)
Mt. Fuji 5th Station (30 min)
The bus will head up to the 5th Station along the Subaru Line. The 5th Station is situated at 2,300 meters
(7,546ft) above sea level. At this height, participants will be amazed at spectacular, breathtaking views from
above theclouds.LunchLunch is not included in the tour.
Lake Ashi Cruise (15 min)
This crater lake along the southwest wall of the caldera of Mt. Hakone was formed by a powerful
volcaniceruption nearly 3,000 years ago, and provides postcard views of Mt. Fuji towering 30 km northwest.
Admire thesuperb view of Mt. Fuji from aboard a ship.
Mt. Komagatake Ropeway (50 min)
Take a 7-minute ropeway ride to the peak of Mt. Komagatake. A total of 50 minutes will be spent here,
includingtime to walk around at the peak. Take a cableway ride up to the spiritual Hakone Shrine Mototsumiya
(originalshrine) that nestles at the mountaintop.
Hakone
Depart Hakone and return to Tokyo by bus.
The bus may make stops at hotels in the Hakone area and Odawara Station.
18:30 - 20:00
Shinjuku
Drop-off near Shinjuku Station West Exit
Overnight at hotel 
( Tokyo Hotel)
Day 4: KNI -002 -  (B)
Free time till departure
Departure Transfer to Airport by Private vehicle

